Co-creating solutions with 22 hubs across the Arctic

The situation
Climate crisis

Climatic changes in the Arctic
are occurring 2-3 times faster
than the global average. Impacts
are not only environmental, but
socio-economic too.

melting of
ice & permafrost

Arctic
The Arctic has multiple deﬁnitions,
being measured as climate, line of
latitude, extent of Arctic tree line &
more. It is a habitat demanding
adaptations to survive the extreme
living conditions.

extractive
industries

Global drivers

Drivers inﬂuencing the future
shape of the Arctic region include
economic and political factors, as
well as climate change per se.

demand for
resources

globalisation
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The challenge
(G)local competition for Arctic resources
Globalisation and the climate crisis are combining to drive change at an unprecedented
rate in the arctic region. New economic sectors are opening up - such as mining and
tourism - whilst many traditional livelihoods, such as ﬁshing and forestry, are operating at
an industrial scale, driving land use conﬂicts and transforming lives and communities.
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The solution

Co-creating solutions with
22 hubs across the Arctic
At the heart of the project are 22 ‘hubs’ - nodes hosting a
combination of economic activities, or one main industry or means
of livelihood. The hubs represent places where the challenges and
impacts facing the Arctic region are tangible and acute.

22 hubs grouped into 5 clusters
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How it works
The project will develop tools for reconciling competing models of
livelihood and land use in Arctic hubs and their surroundings, whilst
respecting the needs and cultures of local populations.
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www.luke.fi/arctichubs
Global drivers, local consequences: Tools for global change adaptation
and sustainable development of industrial and cultural Arctic 'hubs’

